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your home should tell the 
story of who you are and be 
a collection of what you love



The furniture and design world has a new announcement. 

Tagged is the new brand trademark of the former De-

code, the modern architectural furniture company which 

has vivaciously entered into the furniture community 

is uniqely distinguished for its creative style. Advanced 

ideas and conception coinciding with long quality expe-

rience. Hand-made design and manufacturing Tagged 

leaves a lifelong impression.

Always with the utmost respect to human, nature and 

worlldly materials; environmental friendly adoration is a 

concept that Tagged applies fruitfully and cogently to na-

ture and the environment that supplies for raw materials.

Cooperating with international and Greek designers alike 

Tagged has formed quality production and material usage; 

along with excellent innovative usability of minimal design.

Tagged furniture matches any interior design world. 

Each piece of woodwork is supplied and derives from 

and throughout Greece.

Tagged helps a reconnection with yourself, your home 

and your life. Each piece is made with joy and love 

bringing a sense of fullfillment into your home. Your 

home should tell the story of who you are and be the 

collection of what you love.

HANDMADE

TIMELESS

LIVING

DESIGN

TAGGED



Sideboards

Sideboards are an excellent storage solution for 
a beautiful living room and act as the perfect 

place to display treasured personal items in full 
view. Each collection enhances both design and 
materials  and decorates with style every space 
in your home. All sideboards are a desirable and 

fashionable accessory, and finely styled versions 
to complement your living room.
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LEVEL LESI2301

Designed by Tagged:
LEVEL is a unique modern refined sideboard. This sideboard option 
has two large boxes with cabinet doors. Shelves are inside each cabi-
net located on the outer sides with a soft-close mechanism.   The 
middle box has one small drawer with separators and a large deep 
drawer below. The next middle box has a flap door with a glass shelf 
inside. The flap door has works with a pull mechanism. The base is 
light, sturdy, and metal.
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LEVEL LESI2301

You may choose within a variety of four 
selections from boxes to doors, flap 
doors, drawers. This modern sideboard 
is designed for your own personal de-
tail. Each box has a variety of whichev-
er you desire such as shelves, drawers, 
flap doors etc.

LEVEL LESI1702

Designed by Tagged:
LEVEL is a clean cut modern three box sideboard.  Each 
box has an option of choices and dimensions that you 
may choose to your liking. Each door and drawer has 
the 45 degree cut, allowing for an easy opening.  Other 
options include lacquered doors, flap door, drawers, or 
shelves. The hovering base is light, sturdy, and metal.
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ALLY AL2201

Designed by Tagged:
ALLY is a high-end quality sideboard with a 45° cut on 
doors and drawers. Limitless potentials allow you to form 
the Ally sideboard of your own. You may select whether 
you will opt for doors/drawers or an open lacquer box. De-
sign suitable for wood or lacquer. Choose between wooden 
and metallic base. Doors and drawers operate via the Push 
and Pull system.
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ALLY AL2201
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ALLY AL1805
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DOPPIO tall DOTA02

Designed by Profilo Design:
DOPPIO contains two alternative solutions in one storage space. High-end product with a 45° 
cut on doors and drawers which open via the Push and Pull system.  Choose among different 
kinds of boxes and colors so as to design your own sideboard.
All tall boxes and Doppio sideboard include a smart small drawer.
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DOPPIO short DOSH07

Designed by Profilo Design:
DOPPIO has four large drawers providing storage for ev-
erything you may need. High-end 45°cut on the drawer 
which opens by the Push and Pull system. There are more 
alternative cabinets that you can use to create your own 
Doppio sideboard according to your needs.
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Designed by Katerina Giannaki: 
ENNEA is a modern design that is useful for any space.  It contains five cabinets with one 
shelf in each. There are two orizontal longated drawers located on the top and bottom. All 
doors and drawers work with the Push and Pull system.

ENNEA ENSIO1
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LINE LISI2301

Designed by Tagged:
LINE is a sleek and clean cut design. It contains two large 
cabinets, one with a vast shelf and the other with a long 
drawer, the large drawer contains seperators. Its frame 
has a lacquered layout and solid wood lacquered handles. 
The base is a sturdy reliable metal.
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SWING SWIN01

Designed by Tagged:
SWING is a simple yet practical sideboard which com-
bines wooden panels with colored lacquered frame. 
Doors open via the Push and Pull system. The base is 
solid wood, half lacquered half wood.



Highboards

Highboards are the ideal storage and display 
solution for small spaces. It’s true that, with 

their modern design, highboards are a desirable 
and fashionable accessory that can combine 

great storage to a dining room and can be also 
great center spaces.
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COSY COS1

Designed by Tagged:
A modern design with a classical influence, the COSY high-
board creates a warm atmosphere in any space. There are 
four modules. The top module is an open removable box with 
two shelves. The module next to the box includes one shelf 
and a door with the push system. The third lower module 
also includes one shelf with the push system. The fourth 
module includes three vast drawers. 
The base comes in metal or wood.
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ILLUSION ILLU01

Designed by Katerina Giannaki:
ILLUSION is a unique design containing a 4-door highboard. 
There is a small shelf on the door and a small drawer on 
the bottom. All doors open via the “push and pull” system.
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CUBES CUB03

Designed by Tagged:
CUBES is a flawless quality highboard with a 45° cut on 
all doors and drawers which open with the Push and 
Pull system. Have the sideboard of your preference by 
selecting among doors / open doors with shelves or 
box with drawers.
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Designed by the Tagged:
LINE Tall is a modern clean cut sideboard with a light airy 
feel. The large flap located on the top folds down. Inside 
this fold down flap is a mirror in the back with a clear 
glass shelf. An automatic light turns on inside above the 
mirror and turns off once the flap has been closed. Be-
low is a large drawer with individual separators.  There 
are two other large drawers underneath, each with a soft 
close mechanism. The hovering base is light, sturdy, and 
metal.  This type of base creates the illusion that this or 
any piece with this base is floating in the air.

LINE LICU01
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LINE LICU01

Flap Door Detail

The flap door works with the pull system 
along with the slowing mechanism that fol-
lows for an easy opening.  There is also on 
each side of the flap door safety structures 
installed for a basic drop.
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LEVEL LECU1101
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LEVEL LECU1101

Designed by Tagged:
LEVEL Tall is a modern clean cut sideboard with four boxes 
horizontally and longitudinally designed.  This sideboard 
option contains two pull doors with a 45 degree cut for an 
easy to open mechanism The other two boxes contain a 
flap door with a glass shelve inside and the other box has 
wooden shelves inside. The hovering base is light sturdy 
and metal.



Dining tables

The dining room is usually the central pivot 
of action and the dining table is the catalyst 
for it all. Dining tables can be desks, display 
units, breakfast nooks and tables when you 

dine or occasionally snack. Whether your din-
ing table is going to be used for dining with 

the family, or you just want a better place to 
play games with your friends the perfect fit is 

at the uttermost importantance.
“Peace is not made at the council table or by treaties, but 

in the hearts of men sitting at the perfect table”
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COSMOS CSM20

Designed by Tagged:
COSMOS is fresh elegant design that creates an airy warm atmosphere 
for any living space. This table comes in 3 sizes.
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COSMOS CSM20
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THESMI THE20

Designed by Tagged:
The THESMI dining table is a solid wood design. Its 
strong and sturdy make up created for a lsting durable 
furniture piece.
The top is a wooden frame that can also include a ce-
ramic or natural material.
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THESMI THE20
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HOLA HOLA02

Designed by Sotiris Lazou:
HOLA is a minimal design with a soft oval shape giving a 
light and original apperance for any space. It can fit from 
6-8 people. The Nordic design includes rounded out, solid 
wood legs and frame. It comes in oak and rustic oak.
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LINK LINK02

Designed by Tagged:
The LINK is a contemporary and novel dining table with a 
metalic base. The contrast between the metal base and 
wooden top creates a fresh appearance in any dining room.
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FINU FINU02

Designed by Profilo Design:
FINU is a simple and refined structure giving a timeless 
concept fitting into any minimal home. It comes in all 
wood or your choise of a lacquered frame.
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UNITY UNI200

Designed by Tagged:
UNITY is a modern wooden dining table characterized by its 
sloping form allowing from 6-8 people to enjoy their dining 
experience. Offered in oak, rustic oak or walnut.
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ROMVO ROMV02

Designed by Profilo Design:
ROMVO is known for its solid, strong construction giving 
a dependable yet comfortable experience. The lacquered 
top and wooden legs are available in any color of lacquer.
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FUSION FU2002

Designed by the Tagged: 
FUSION is a modern and elegant dining table. This all wood 
dining table is long in size including a curved finish for the 
edges.  The all wood base shows a polished refinement as 
well as a sturdy reliable completion. It can be produced in 
an assortment of wood, sizes, and colors.
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BRACE BR2002+BREX085

Designed by Tagged:
The BRACE dining table is a modern well-designed minimal table. The minimal 
designs allows for this piece to go along with any style house as well as all of our 
sideboard collections. The base is made up of the classic four legs however their 
placement is modern in design. Extensions are made available if desired by 85 CM 
allowing for a more comfortable larger dinner party.



The living room is the center of your home. 
Make your home feel cozier with a contempo-

rary designed TV stand. The TV furniture that 
you choose is crucial to your home cinema 

system and your living room interior design.

Tv-sets
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ARMOS AR2202

Designed by Tagged:
ARMOS’s nordice design gives a modern and contemporary feel. It contains three large 
cabinet spaces along with one slender opne box which is available in any lacquered 
color of your choise. Below the open box is a soft close drawer. All drawers and doors 
operate with the push system.
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ARMOS AR2202
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ARMOS
AR1801
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ENNEA ENTV01

Designed by Katerina Giannaki:
ENNEA is a combination of contemporary materials -oak, 
rustic oak, walnut- allow for a personalized touch. Ennea 
includes two large drawers, a smaller one and a flap door. 
They are constructed with the Push and Pull system. The 
flap drawer has been created for an easy access console 
(DVD player etc). The durable yet modern metal base ad-
mits for the illusion of floating furniture.
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ABILE

NEW PHOTO

ABILE ABIL02 

Designed by Profilo Design:
ABILE is the ideal choice when it comes to media furniture. 
Its great design is able to adjust to any space while it is spa-
cious enough to store your personal items. It contains three 
large drawers and one thin drawer on the bottom. The shelf 
can be moved to the left and to the right and the drawers are 
characterized by a high-end 45° cut. Doors open by a “push 
and pull” system.
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ABILE ABIL02
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CROCE CROC06

Designed by Profilo Design:
CROCE is a media system which combines drawers and 
cabinets. Thanks to the fine design, the unit gives the im-
pression that it is hanging in the air without needing to fix 
anything on the wall. The horizontal shelves can be moved 
to the left and right. Drawers and doors have a 45° and 
high-end cut while cabinets and drawers operate via a 
“push and pull” mechanism. There are  plenty of options 
allowing you to have the custom-made CROCE design of 
your preference.
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LINE LITV2301

Designed by Tagged:
LINE is a light, thin and clean cut design tv unit.  This mod-
ern and clean cut piece comes with two petite door options 
with a deep drawer on the outer sides of the unit.  Inside 
this TV unit there is one long drawer with pull system and 
one pocket opening. The hovering base is light, sturdy, and 
metal. 
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LEVEL LETV2301

Designed by Tagged:
LEVEL tv unit is an elegant, modern TV unit design. This design 
comes with four boxes that are interchangeable with a variety of 
choices and designs as well as colors, creating a picturesque imag-
ine. The hovering base is light, sturdy, and metal.
There are two doors located on the outer sides of the TV Unit.  In the 
middle one box obtains a drawer with the pull mechanism.  The next 
box has a flap door with a large storage space inside.



Chairs

When you look at chairs, they are more than an 
object you sit upon, you find the functions they 
fulfil, the design concepts behind their making. 

As a place to rest our design chairs are at the 
uttmost importance.

“If it’s the right chair, it doesn’t take too long to get comfortable in it.”
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DALIA DAL1

FREZIA FRE1
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KRINO KRI1

KRINO KRI1



Coffee tables are key pieces that bring a room 
together. Adding subtle character to a room, they 

bring the decor of the room into harmony.

Coffee tables
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NOOK CON01+CONE02+CONE03

Designed by Tagged:
The NOOK coffee table set is made up of three pieces for a more comfortable parlor. 
The Nook’s mobility and placement allow for your parlor and lounge space to become 
your own personalized area. Their base design is metal contrasting beautifully with their 
wooden top. Each coffee table has a rounded out finish.
They are available in a variety of wood and lacquer. 
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COMBO COCO01+COCO02

Designed by Tagged:
The COMBO coffee tables have a 1970’s design with a 
modern twist.  The two piece set are designed in all 
wood and each piece contains two levels of wooden 
boards. The top is rounded out and elegantly connecting 
the bottom with rounded out table legs. The bottom or 
second board is squared out creating a unique design.
The Combo coffee table can fit into any space as well as 
any style house with its modern yet minimal design.
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ROW

ROW ROW080

ROW ROW100

Designed by Tagged:
The ROW is a low round coffee table with an elegant and 
minimal design. Its metal base offers a steady experi-
ence while the compact size (100 or 80) fits into any liv-
ing space.
The top is available in any wood or lacquered colour of 
your choise.
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TEMPO
Designed by Profilo Design:
TEMPO is coffee table matching every home. It is a perfect 
addition to all salons coming in any lacquered color of your 
choise while the base comes in any veneer of your choise,

TEMPO TEMP02

TEMPO TEMP01
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JOY JO6032+JO8037

Deisgned by Tagged:
JOY is a modern yet timeless coffee table available in two 
dimensions along with a modifiable height. This allows for 
practicality in moving and space. It features a lacquered top 
and solid wood legs.
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PAREA PA1111

Designed by Sotiris Lazou:
PAREA is inspired by the Greek alphabet letter A. It comes 
in three different dimensions along with any lacquered or 
veneer choise.
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CROWN CR6037+CR8032

Designed by Tagged:
CROWN coffee table varies in height and dimension. The 
round top ofeers a unique contrast to the squared solid 
wood legs. It is available in any lacquered or veneer choise.



Wall units
Bookcases

The bookcase is one of the most basic pieces of 
furniture in any room and yet one of the most 

important. The right bookcase is equal parts 
storage, interior design, personal history and 

convience. Every bookcase tells a story, but not 
only because of the objects it displays. The look 
of the bookcase, the materials, the shape and the 

location all combine to give everyone a unique feel.
“A man’s bookcase will tell you everything you’ll ever 

need to know about him.”
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ENNEA ENBOTV1

Designed by Katerina Giannaki:
The ENNEA bookcase is a combination of both a bookcase and TV stand in one. The 
dimensions are easily modifiable allowing for a versatile environment in a larger house 
or smaller apartment. The structure comes in oak, rustic oak and walnut. The cabinets 
are also available in lacquered colors so you can give this piece a more vibrant look.
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ENNEA
ENBO01

Designed by Katerina Giannaki:
The dimensions of ENNEA bookcase are easily 
modifiable allowing for a versatile environment in 
a larger house or smaller apartment. The struc-
ture comes in oak, rustic oak and walnut. The 
cabinets are also available in lacquered colors so 
you can give this piece a more vibrant look.
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MODULE
Designed by Tagged:
MODULE is a large spacious modern yet simple bookcase which can adjust to any space. There is a large variety of 
columns and shelves made for a boundless look.  It is interchangeable in dimensions allowing it to have a personalized 
look. Not only can it be used as a book case, but its size allows it to be used as a room separator as well. For more 
practical use doors and flap doors can be added anywhere inside the bookcase.
The Module includes flap doors allowing for practical storage space and seclusion within the bookcase.
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ORBIT OR24BO

Designed by Tagged:
The ORBIT bookcase is a novel and contemporary furniture piece for any living room 
space. The structure includes two doors, one on each side. Lighting is included on each 
side. Each door is curved creating an orbiting effect. The bookcase may include four 
mobile boxes.
It is available in any lacquered or veneer choise.
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ORBIT OR24OP
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ARBOR ABO24

Designed by Tagged:
The ARBOR bookcase has an industrial effect creating a rugged 
yet light atmosphere. The ARBOR includes two horizontal boxes 
opened with a flap door. It also features two drawers and one 
small box seperator. There are 4 metal side bases.
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ARBOR ABO24



Bedrooms

Most of us spend up to 1/3 of our lives in bed. 
So if any piece of furniture in our home should 

reflect our personal styles, it should be the bed. 
A place for re-energizing, comfort, coziness, 

and tranquility your bed should be the place one 
finds sanctuary.

“Absolute happiness is to be in bed on a rainy day, with 
your favourite book.”
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KURLY KUR16 CLARION bedroom set

Designed by Tagged:
The KURLY bed features a curved headboard dressed with 
two thin cushions. The curved edges are solid wood coating 
a sturdy yet light presence in any bedroom.

Designed by Tagged:
The CLARION bedroom set all the pull and soft close system 
for all of the drawers. Each piece is structured in veneer or 
lacquered drawers or doors.
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KURLY+CLARION
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MOD MOD16 OZZY bedroom set

Designed by Tagged:
The MOD bed features a solid wood base encom-
passed in soft fabrics. The headboard is curved 
and bowed inward creating a holding feeling.

Designed by Tagged: 
The OZZY bedroom set ineludes all solid wood 
structure with rounded soft adges. Each piece 
operates with the pull system and soft close.
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MOD+OZZY
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MARCO MAR16 MOLI bedroom set

Designed by Tagged:
The MARCO bed features a solid wood base. 
The frame has a special lacquered feature 
surrownding the wooden.
The headboard is straight across and is 
dressed in two large cushions.

Designed by Tagged:
The MOLI bedroom set all operate with the 
pull system with a soft close mechanism. 
All pieces include venner with a metal base 
and handles.
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MARCO+MOLI
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ALDEN ALD16 KOREY bedroom set

Designed by Tagged:
The ALDEN bed features a slodi wood structures 
with a large winged headboard. Its headboard is 
covered in material and hugs around the edges 
creating a sturdy yet warm bedroom atmosphere.

Designed by Tagged: 
The KOREY bedroom set all operate with the pull 
and soft close. All puces include large handles and 
a unique lacquered design on each drawer. The 
solid base features triangluraed shaped legs.
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ALDEN+KOREY



Beauty within a space is hidden in the details.
It is the small things that make a difference. 

Mirrors and side tables provide personality and 
style to your sitting room while they play a 

substantial role in the overall setting.

Complementary
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HOST HOCO01(concole) HOST HOMI01(mirror)

Designed by Tagged:
The HOST console is a sleek slender entryway piece, 
it includes one long drawer and a small open box. The 
drawer works the push system.
The base is solid wood.

Designed by Tagged: 
The HOST mirror is square in diameter and comes 
with a hidden door. Inside the door there are two 
shelves. The door works with the push system.
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ONYX ONCO1(console)+ONMI1(mirror)

Designed by Tagged:
The ONYX console is a beautiful and modern piece, perfect 
for any home. The top is available in veneer, ceramic or any 
lacquered color. The top edges are rounded cut. Below the 
top a small squared table is located available for extra stor-
age space. The solid wood base is available in any venner or 
lacquered color of your choise.
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BITTY BIT1(console)+BIMI1(mirror)

Designed by Tagged:
The BITTY console is rectangle in size with vast amounts of 
space. Personalyzed options are endless. Modifiable draw-
ers, doors, open spaces and colors of your choise.
The base is solid wood.
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AXEL AXDE01

Designed by Tagged:
The AXEL desk present-day design is bold and refined. Its 
contemporary look fits perfectly in any work space. There 
are two flap doors located on the top in the back. Between 
the flap doors there is the option of sliding socket which in-
cludes ethernet, usb and standerd plug. The top is avaialble 
with soft melamine or veneer. One drawer is located on the 
front with a hideen handle on the bottom and operates with 
the pull and soft close system.
The base is a rounded solid wood.
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RYAN TADE01

Designed by Tagged:
The RYAN desk is a simple yet elegant desk with a strong but 
light wooden base. It occupies a minimal amount of space and 
can fit anywhere making it an accommodating workspace. The 
Ryan Desk has a small drawer located in the front working with 
the soft close and pull system.  A special top flap door is located 
in the back with individual separators.  Inside this flap door is 
also a place for your plug or phone charger. The Ryan Desk is 
best accompanied by any wall décor as seen in the photo.
The Ryan Desk is made from all wood and can be designed in a 
variety of woods or lacquer.  
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VAST VAS1

Designed by Tagged:
VAST is a full body longated mirror which includes a small 
shelf and drawer available in two dimensions.

VAST VAS22
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EGO EGMI1

Designed by Tagged:
The EGO is a 3D encompassing mirror. The opening doors al-
low for a private personal use.
It is a wall mounted mirror.    
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TOWER TOW01

SIERRA SIER1

Designed by Tagged:
TOWER is a modern basic design composed of three piec-
es. It is available in lacquer or veneer.

Designed by Tagged:
SIERRA coat rack is a fresh alternative to the typical coat 
stand. SIERRA is made of three curved planks. Its solid 
wood makeup creates a durable life long last.



Colour
guide
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COLOUR GUIDE / LAQUERS

6034 7013

1034 7022

5007 5011

7004

6019 6007

3014 6013

7032 9010

1003 50212092-40

6027 1019

1013 8022

6000 5014

7047 3001

7001 6021

4005 4007

5012 9003

1012 5024
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COLOUR GUIDE / WOODS

COLOUR GUIDE / CERAMIC

COLOUR GUIDE / LAMINATE

TG14 TG15

TG16 TG17

TG13

TG18

TG01

TG19

Rustic Oak

TG20

Natural WalnutNatural Oak

TG21

Blue stone gris

PRIMOFIORE A92

TG22

Calacata mix

PRIMOFIORE UA49

TG23

Lava iron

TALCO FB9

Paladio Pirineos grafito Pirineos taupe

TG24 TG25

TG26

TG10

TG11 TG12

TG06 TG07 TG08 TG09

TG05TG04TG03TG02



Brochure concept and design: Fish Communications

Styling: Hara Kontaxaki - www.boxesnfoxes.gr

We would like to thank the following companies for their contribution

Tapicap - www.tapicap.com 

Malapetsas Lighting (Relight collection) - www.malapetsaslighting.com

Kentia - www.kentia.gr

EOS ART - www.eosgallry.gr
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